Spira Scorpius Men’s Running Shoes
Whether you wake up early to run before work, run around during your busy day, or
work out at the gym Spira Scorpius Men’s Running Shoes are for you. With cushioned
EVA insoles and midsoles your feet will never feel like they’re hitting pavement. The
EVA insoles and midsoles have three metal springs sandwiched between them that
provide the forefoot, arches, and heels with support and energy. Your feet will be tired
on their next run because they ran so far, not because you’re wearing unsupportive
shoes. People who suffer with over pronation and flat feet will feel happy that they will
have such good arch support and wide heel stability. While running you will notice that
your toes won’t get cramped and painful, the forefoot spring works with your toes,
preventing unneeded pressure that can cause bunions and metatarsalgia. This EVA
insole can be removed so you can put in orthotic inserts and arch support inserts that
may correct foot placement and alignment. Spira Scorpius Men’s Running Shoes are
shoes that are great for all types of activities and have a rubber sole that will keep your
spirit confident and ready for any journey.
● Running shoes
● Comes with laces
● EVA insoles and midsoles
● Arch support and wide heel stability
● Two forefoot springs and one heel spring
● Prevents joint pain
● Removable insole
● Add your own orthotic inserts and arch support inserts
● Strong rubber sole
Spira Stinger XLT Women’s Running Shoes
Energize your feet while you run with Spira Stinger XLT Women’s Running Shoes. Go
where you’ve never been before with pressure point reducing stainless steel springs
that absorb shock affecting the feet, ankles, legs, hips, and back. With springs in the
forefoot and heel you’ll have less pressure put on these areas, relieving heel pain,
plantar fasciitis, and bunions. Spira Stinger XLT Women’s Running Shoes come with a
lightweight and airy synthetic mesh upper that keep heat away as well as bends and
flexes with the movement of your foot. While running there is high impact on the heels,
this running shoe comes with a heel strike made of tough rubber. EVA insoles and
midsoles cushion the foot and arches, assisting in keeping the curve of the feet
stabilized but flexible. These insoles can be taken out, leaving room for arch support

inserts and even orthotic inserts that are good for maximum foot alignment. With a
textured rubber sole your foot will grip any surface with confidence. Exercise is meant to
destress you, keep the stress away with Spira Stinger XLT Women’s Running Shoes.
● Running shoes
● Comes with shoelaces

● Pressure reducing stainless steel springs in forefoot and heel
● Prevents joint pain
● Lightweight and airy synthetic mesh upper
● Rubber heel strike protection
● EVA insoles and midsoles
● Removable insoles
● Add your own orthotic inserts or arch support inserts
● Textured rubber sole

